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ITEEN Tutors' Training, July 11-13, 2006
We praise and thank God for helping us and guiding us in conducting our four day
tutors' training successfully. I thank all the staff team and volunteers of ITEEN who
helped in every way to conduct the training smoothly. Especially I would like to thank
Rita Subedi as she is helping me to climp up and Namrata Subedi who though is not
our staff and yet loves ITEEN and always ready to help us.
There were 5 participants from Assam, N.E. India. We
expectation was eight but only 5 participants arrived.

The following topics were covered during the training
Objective of the training, Black Box Model, History of TEE, TEE Method /
Introduction of Student Book, TEE tutor, Administration, Group tutorial , Teaching
methods and Presentation, Courses&Certificates and Finance etc.
Tanka Subedi, Rita Subedi, Sarju Rijal, Namrata Subedi and ND Lama were
involved to cover the above topics. On the first day ITEEN and its methods were
introduced. In the second day the training was for half day only. After the lunch we
took them to a Christian Gospel music concert. They enjoyed there. On the third day
morning Sarju led the demonstration class, then they were asked to practice TEE
Method. Their performances were evaluated and suggestetions were given to
improving their abilities by the facilitators. Participants were quite slow to get adjusted
to the method so we stretched our training period one more day.
This time we did not ask participants to evaluate about us.
The training concluded with a harmonious chatting
without any guest. The sitting arrangement was in circle so
every one could see each other face to face. There were five
participants only so everybody was asked to share their
testimony. Finally Tanka asked them to start ITEEN group
with one or two groups only. Some people get excited and
start many groups which do not last due to the lack of time.
The participants of this training were of different age groups. Older people were
quite slow to grab the ideas. Another barrier was language though they speak Nepali
they have lots of Hindi and Assamese words mixed in their language where as our's is
pure Nepali. So we had to slow down our speech too. Especially they were not able to
get the word like curriculum, method etc. After four days we were convinced that they
are
able
to
run
groups
in
their
place.

Testimonies:
Mr. Karna B.Chhetri:
There were lots things
to understand. We
could
understand
many things like study
method, about ITEEN,
about Sadducees and
Pharisees. I never had
such
beautiful
teaching about Sudducees and Pharisees
before.
All the staff helped us. Fooding was on
time everything was fine. Thank you a
lot. May God bless ITEEN abundantly.
Mr. Silash Gurung:
ITEEN gave me a
chance to learn big
and small things. I
like the method of
studying, asking same
question in different
ways which we could
learn and remember. I
really like ITEEN’s study method.

not treat us that way. You all treated us
equally. I will try to do as I have seen here
in ITEEN.

Mr. Kumar Limbu
Thank you to all staff.
Many years ago I had
received a note about
ITEEN. But did not
know
what
that
meant. I had a vision
of traveling and so I
could come here
comfortably.
I could get what I did not have. I will do
what I have learnt here.
Mr. Kharka Das
I am thankful to God. The best thing I
got from this training is
that living in home and
easily we can learn the
Bible.
The explanation of
2Timothy 2:2 was
really wonderful for

I thank all the staff members for they
treated us equally.
me.
Mr. Bikram Chhetri:
We were able to learn
whatever was taught
here. As we received we
would like to give
others. Though you
were teachers you did

.

I learned that the leaders should be an
example. In a very soft way the trainers
heped us in every way.
I could make a decision which I had
never thought of before

In this training we had male participants only. Following is the list of
participants along with their details.
S. N.
NAMES
Mr. Bikram Chhetri
1.

AGE

SEX

EDUCATION

PLACES

41

M

Litrate

N. E. India

2.

Mr. Silash Gurung

22

M

8 class

N. E. India

3.

Ps. Karna Bdr. Chhetri

58

M

6 class

N. E. India

4.

Mr. Kharka Das

24

M

10 class

N. E. India

5.

Mr. Kumar Limboo

35

M

8 class

N. E. India

